NEW FROM UNC PRESS
MINING LANGUAGE

Racial Thinking, Indigenous Knowledge,
and Colonial Metallurgy in the Early
Modern Iberian World

Allison Margaret Bigelow

BENEATH THE BACKBONE OF
THE WORLD

Blackfoot People and the North American
Borderlands, 1720–1877

Ryan Hall

“This accessible and engaging book is
a fresh synthesis and analysis of
Blackfoot history, knitting together a
world of complexity to show how
the Blackfoot shaped the process of
colonial expansion.”
—Sarah Carter, University of Alberta
The David J. Weber Series in the
New Borderlands History
280 pages $29.95 paper

WHERE CACIQUES AND
MAPMAKERS MET

Border Making in Eighteenth-Century
South America

Jeffrey Alan Erbig Jr.

“This is a detailed reconstruction of the
La Plata borderlands over time, offering
a new view of the transformations in
the Americas through the creative use of
historical maps and modern GIS. It
integrates and makes central long overlooked groups of Indigenous peoples.”
—Alida C. Metcalf, Rice University
The David J. Weber Series in the New
Borderlands History
288 pages $24.95 paper

“Bigelow approaches mining as a vernacular science, and, in doing so, she has
written an innovative, original history
of the Atlantic world that centers Native
America and the African diaspora.
This important book, as erudite as it is
methodologically creative, forces us to
think in new ways about the relationship between colonialism, epistemology,
and race.”
—Marcy Norton, University of
Pennsylvania
Published by the Omohundro Institute of
Early American History and Culture
376 pages $39.95

ELOQUENCE EMBODIED

Nonverbal Communication among French
and Indigenous Peoples in the Americas

Céline Carayon

“An impressive and ambitious piece of
scholarship . . . a sweeping and deeply
researched book on nonverbal communication across the early colonial French
world. Exploring a wide variety of
Indigenous and French practices,
beliefs, and ideas, she reframes our
understanding of the core communication processes that underlay even the
most basic colonial interactions.”
—Alejandra Dubcovsky, University of
California, Riverside
Published by the Omohundro Institute of
Early American History and Culture
472 pages $49.95

SHOP OUR AMERICAN
HISTORY SALE – SAVE 40%
FREE SHIPPING FOR ORDERS
OVER $75.00!

at bookstores or 800-848-6224 • uncpress.org • uncpressblog.com

In League Against King Alcohol
Native American Women and the Woman’s
Christian Temperance Union, –
By Thomas John Lappas
Many Americans are familiar with the real, but repeatedly
stereotyped problem of alcohol abuse in Indian country. Few
people are aware of how American Indian women joined forces
with the WCTU to press for positive change in their communities, a critical chapter of American cultural history explored
in depth for the first time in In League Against King Alcohol.
$36.95 HARDCOVER · 344 PAGES · 15 B&W ILLUS.

Mapping Indigenous Land
Native Land Grants in Colonial New Spain
By Ana Pulido Rull
Between  and , indigenous artists crafted more than
two hundred maps to be used as evidence in litigation over the
allocation of land. Mapping Indigenous Land explores how these
maps did more than simply record the disputed territories for
lawsuits. They also enabled indigenous communities to translate their ideas about contested spaces into visual form; offered
arguments for the defense of these spaces; and in some cases
even helped protect indigenous land against harmful requests.
$45.00 HARDCOVER · 216 PAGES · 52 B&W AND 27 COLOR ILLUS.

Strike Fear in the Land
Pedro de Alvarado and the Conquest
of Guatemala, –
By W. George Lovell, Christopher
H. Lutz and Wendy Kramer
The conquest of Guatemala was brutal, prolonged and complex, fraught with intrigue and deception, and not at all clearcut. Written with literary flair, Strike Fear in the Land is an
arresting saga of personalities and controversies, conveying as
never before the turmoil of this pivotal period in Mesoamerican history.
$32.95 HARDCOVER · 168 PAGES · 28 ILLUS.
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The Adorned Body

Mapping Ancient Maya Dress
edite d by ni cho las car t er ,
step hen d . ho ust o n, and
franco d . r o ssi

The Adorned Body is the first truly
comprehensive book on what the
ancient Maya wore, a systematic
survey of dress and ornaments,
from head to toe and everything in
between.
$60.00 hardcover | JULY 2020

university of texas press

Keep up to date
on new scholarship
Issue alerts are a great way to stay current on all the
cutting-edge scholarship from your favorite Duke
University Press journals. This free service delivers
tables of contents directly to your inbox, informing
you of the latest groundbreaking work as soon as it
is published.
To sign up for issue alerts:
1.

Visit dukeu.press/register and register
for an account. You do not need to provide
a customer number.

2.

After registering, visit dukeu.press/alerts.

3.

Go to “Latest Issue Alerts” and click on
“Add Alerts.”

4.

Select as many publications as you would like
from the pop-up window and click “Add Alerts.”

read.dukeupress.edu/journals

New from Duke University Press

Detours

A Decolonial Guide to Hawai'i
HOKULANI K. AIKAU and
VERNADETTE VICUNA
GONZALEZ, editors
“This brilliant and beautiful collection—which
features interviews, personal essays, collaborative
pieces with community elders, family histories, and
more—is a rich ethical project that offers so much
for so many. Mahalo!” — J. Kehaulani Kauanui

Before the Flood

The Itaipu Dam and the
Visibility of Rural Brazil
JACOB BLANC
“This remarkable study not only rescues the
displaced rural people from oblivion but reveals how
their political struggles contributed to the ongoing
efforts for a more equitable and dignified way of life
in the Brazilian countryside.” — Barbara Weinstein

A Revolution in Fragments
Traversing Scales of Justice,
Ideology, and Practice in Bolivia
MARK GOODALE

“This major piece of scholarship on contemporary
Bolivia offers profound theoretical insights and
contributions. I have no doubt that this fabulous book
will become an authoritative text.” — Andrew Canessa
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